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Investment Commentary 

BUFFETT IS BUYING  

In volatile times like these, it helps to take a long-term perspective. Warren Buffet (91) and 
Charlie Munger (98) have seen their share of global crises, commodity price shocks and 
economic cycles.  

Christopher Rossbach, our CIO and portfolio manager of our World Stars Global Equity 
strategy, returned to Omaha for this year’s Berkshire Hathaway annual meeting. Buffett and 
Munger have said that all their best investment decisions are fuelled by caffeine and sugar, so 
Chris brought back boxes of See’s peanut brittle to help us along.  He shares his reflections 
on this year’s annual meeting in our investment insight this month, Buffett’s Berkshire is Anything 
but Brittle.   
 
Chris arrived back in London from Omaha as the current leg of the market sell-off gathered 
pace. We are at an important turning point as the global economy exits from the pandemic 
and the global recovery takes hold. Another of our favourite quotes from Buffett and Munger 
is that micro is what we do, macro is what we put up with. This year is all about macro, so 
we have to put up with it. 
 
Of course, we expect the performance of equities to continue to be volatile in 2022.  But we 
have to realise that the Fed is raising rates because US economic growth is strong and we 
have to recognise the difference between core and headline inflation.  
  
Investors who spend all of their time worrying about inflation and rate rises are missing that 
we are in the midst of a robust economic recovery and that many leading companies will 
deliver some very strong numbers in the months and years ahead. Today reminds us of the 
early 2000s.  Investors were hand-wringing over inflation and interest rate rises as we emerged 
from the dot-com crash, 9/11 and the subsequent recession. Companies were seeing strong 
demand but investors were not paying nearly enough attention to the strength of the 
underlying economy, the positive business fundamentals and the potential for many 
companies to create tremendous long-term value.  
  
Amid all the talk about interest rate rises, we still hear little about the distinction between core 
and headline inflation.  The significant headline inflation numbers are coming from higher 
commodity prices. The Fed is right to raise rates to more normal levels but we have to be 
clear of the distinction between headline and core inflation. The Russia/Ukraine conflict has 
had a big impact on commodity prices and we hope it can be resolved sometime soon. There 
will be a commodity supply-side response and a realignment of supply chains which will result 
in headline inflation falling quite quickly. The result will be core inflation that will be persistent 
but at much lower levels.  Basing investment decisions on headline inflation could prove 
costly. Like Buffett and Munger it is far better and more profitable to take a long-term view 
and look at the underlying fundamentals driving corporate performance. 
 
We do not believe in market rotation and, in the long-term, we do not care about it.  So-called 
‘growth’ stocks have been sold off as bond yields rise on fears of rising inflation. The trend 
has been exacerbated by the rotation into ‘value’ stocks, market laggards like financials, energy 
and airline stocks.  For long-term investors, it should not matter  While everyone else is piling 
into these ‘value’ stocks, the stocks we hold based on their fundamental quality and their 
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prospects for real value generation over the long term, are getting cheaper and cheaper.  It is 
a great opportunity to buy these digital and consumer 'compounding global leaders' that have 
been left behind by the rotation. 
 
One of the biggest short-term issues this year is the difficult comparisons to last year.  Of 
course, Amazon will not grow its billions in sales by 40% two years in a row.  First-quarter 
last year it grew 41%, this year it was 9% and next year we expect 18% growth.  That is still 
22% a year over three years.  The same is true for other digital stocks.  That is why some of 
them are the cheapest stocks in our portfolio.   
 
Last year the rotation lasted from November 2020 when we got the vaccines and people got 
excited about a strong recovery and rising rates, to August 2021, when the picture turned 
more balanced, companies did well but Omicron clouded the economic outlook.   This year 
the rotation started in January and is ongoing but we expect it to reverse out again when 
things become more balanced again, company fundamentals come through, inflation comes 
down because we will not have 8% headline inflation forever, and the Fed moderates its 
stance based on the data. 
  
Most importantly, ultimately a rotation into value stocks will not prevent businesses from 
getting disrupted.  Value stocks might do well, but only because they have done so 
poorly.  We do not see how they will do well or be sustainable for the long-term, because 
getting disrupted is still getting disrupted.  Airlines are still a terrible business. Automobile 
makers are still a terrible business. Retail is still a terrible business. It is not going to change. 
Just because they are slightly less terrible and just because some of them will have survived 
and others will not, it does not make them any less terrible. 
  
As with Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, our approach is to take a long-term view.  Now 
is the time for perspective, and to recall that volatility, short-term over-reactions and market 
rotation are all opportunities for long-term investors.  
  
World Stars Global Equities 
 
The World Stars Global Equities strategy closed down 8.6% lower for April and down -16.1% 
for the year, both in US dollar terms.  Investors sold growth stocks as they sought to position 
themselves for rising interest rates.  Many of the most speculative, most highly- rated stocks 
dropped precipitously.   
 
First-quarter revenues and margins reported by most of our holdings were resilient, with 
several companies benefiting from post-covid recovery and showing accelerating momentum. 
Nestlé, for example, the leading food company, was the top performer for April, with the 
stock up 7%.  Its latest set of results underscored the structural growth of key verticals like 
pet care, coffee, plant-based nutrition and health and wellness, enabling the company to 
achieve its ambition of a sustained return to mid-single revenue growth. 
 
Our positions in spirits companies continued to benefit from increased on-trade or out of 
home consumption in the US and Europe as bars and restaurants returned to normal activity, 
offsetting the effect of renewed lockdowns in China.   
  
Mastercard closed the month 2% higher, having reported an impressive set of results that beat 
market expectations across the board driven by growth in cross-border transactions and 
strength in travel demand. 
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There was a sell-off in many of our holdings in digital and tech companies.  Many of these 
businesses are lapping strong growth from prior year comparisons. 
 
Amazon is a case in point.  As we discuss above, the stock declined by 24% as Amazon 
reported ‘only’ 9% revenue growth in the first quarter, disregarding the fact that this growth 
came on top of 41% growth during the prior year. The company also has to deal with cost 
pressures as it readjusts its cost base in a post-Covid world and deals with higher labour and 
logistics costs.  We believe Amazon is very well placed to tackle these short-term headwinds 
given its size and operational flexibility.  The company maintains multiple growth levers 
beyond e-commerce including advertising and cloud computing services, balancing its growth 
profile in the quarters ahead. 
  
We continue to believe that the companies we own have great prospects for value 
generation.  They are exposed to well-diversified and structurally attractive end markets, they 
hold market-leading positions that translate into an enhanced pricing power, and their flexible 
cost bases and strong balance sheets enable them to navigate the current environment of 
higher geopolitical and macro-economic volatility and to emerge stronger.  That is why we 
believe the current sell-off presents a great opportunity to add to positions at increasingly 
attractive valuations. 
 
Multi-Asset Income 
 
Volatility increased during April, with all asset classes affected by a combination of sharply 
rising US Treasury yields, prolonged geopolitical uncertainties and concerns about a rapidly 
narrowing path to a soft landing, despite a still-positive first-quarter earnings season.  The 
Multi-Asset Income Strategy was down -4.8%, bringing a year-to-date performance to -
10.4%, both in US dollar terms. Down -9% for the month, equities were the clear driver 
behind this volatile show (-17% this year).  The fixed income portfolio was down -1.5% (- 
4.7% this year).  The alternative income funds were also down -2.1% for the month (-1.6% 
for the year) but have been more resilient so far this year.    
 
Market sentiment was as bad or worse than in the early days of the Covid pandemic in early 
2020.  This was despite the US economy showing few signs of a major slowdown so far and 
the latest earnings season being reasonably constructive apart from a number of 
disappointments in the technology sector. 
 
There has yet to be a flight to safety.  US sovereign debt has been fully correlated to other 
asset classes, exacerbating the rotation out of growth stocks into value stocks and real assets, 
especially some commodities.  However, it has so far had a relatively limited impact on credit 
and especially our portfolio. Credit spreads for our portfolio have been stable since the start 
of the year, in large part due to the positive underlying operational performance of our issuers. 
 
Hawkish rhetoric and accelerating monetary tightening by central banks in the US and Europe 
have raised concerns about their ability to strike a balance between delivering growth while 
bringing down inflation, a so-called ‘soft landing.’ China’s zero-Covid policy and the resulting 
lower economic growth add to these issues.   
 
Our fundamental approach allows us to identify mispricings and has already provided us with 
opportunities to strengthen our portfolio.  So far we have added several securities in fixed 
income, in higher quality issuers like Braskem and Rumo. 
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We believe that there will be similar opportunities in equities with very attractive entry 
points.  As we approach the mid-point of the year, our portfolio has generated almost exactly 
half its income target as expected and we feel it is well-positioned for the second half. 
 
 Emerging Market Bonds 
  
Our Emerging Markets Bonds portfolio was down -1.7% for the month and is down -6.2% 
for the year, both in US dollar terms, in what was a difficult month for risk assets globally. 
Macro headwinds were the main driver with expectations on how much and how fast the US 
Fed would tighten monetary policy to tackle inflation.  The move to higher interest rates in 
the US was significant, with 10-year Treasury Notes widening 60 basis points to 2.9% after a 
similar-sized move in March. At the same time, credit spreads were relatively flat on the 
month (and are only 40 basis points wider year-to-date) reflecting continued support for 
robust standalone corporate fundamentals.    
  
Uncorrelated to the broader market dynamics, the prices of our two Ukrainian bonds 
continued their recovery. This was led by agro-industrial business MHP (+19%) which 
provided an operational update confirming the sowing campaign would start and that it has 
all the necessary resources to complete the Spring campaign.  It also signalled it would be able 
to take back land with Russian forces withdrawing from the Kyiv region. 
  
We used the market volatility as an opportunity to further diversify our portfolio with high-
quality companies. Firstly, we added Greenko, the leading independent owner and operator of 
clean energy projects in India.  It enjoys favourable industry tailwinds, a diverse asset base, 
good visibility on revenues and strong shareholder support. Second, we added Sibanye 
Stillwater, one of the world’s largest miners of platinum group metals.  It is benefiting from 
elevated prices, is in a net cash position and has recently made a strategic move to diversify 
into the green metal space. 
  
Today, our emerging markets portfolio offers an attractive 11.6% yield to worst and a 6.8% 
current yield with a relatively short duration of 3.6 years. Key headwinds will be slower global 
growth, higher inflation and tighter monetary conditions, although we would argue that a lot 
of the concerns are already priced in.  We will look to use such an opportunity to add 
positions selectively in quality corporates. 
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